
Optimising system’s dynamic 
stiffness to enhance process 
stability 

Plug & Produce Joint Interface Modules 

POPJIM 

Today's machine tool design 
criteria focus mainly on 
optimized lightweight and 
dynamically flexible structures. 
This results in more efficient and 
fast machines, but unfortunately, 
it often means a less chatter- 
resistant machine. 

Chatter is a dynamic instability 
of the cutting process which 
brings dire consequences to 
machining process, such as 
poor surface quality, tool 
breakage or machine 
component failures. In order to 
build high accuracy and high 
productivity machine, dynamic 
instabilities during machining 
must be kept under control.  

For that purpose PoPJIM project 
brings a new approach: plug and 
produce Joint Interface 
Modules (JIMs). These 
modules consists of self-
optimising mechatronic 
elements located in machine 
tool joints whose function is to 
control the dynamic stiffness 
of the machine in order to 
assure process stability, avoid 
chatter and therefore improve 
machining accuracy. 

PoPJIM's objective is to develop 
actively controlled Joint Interface 
Modules and optimise the 
dynamic stiffness in accordance 
with ongoing operational 
environment. JIMs will have plug 
and produce capability, a 
modular and flexible machine 
building concept. They will be 

communicated and controlled 
through a reliable Distributed 
Wireless Control Network 
(DWCN). 

The project consortium will 
follow an incremental approach 
in development of JIMs. 

First, a mechanical JIM 
prototype will be built in order to 
show its damping capability. 
This first prototype will not have 
self-tuning and communication 
capability, but will be used to 
demonstrate the viability of the 
JIM concept. 

 

In the second stage, JIMs will be 
provided with self-tuning and 
communication capabilities. This 
final prototype will be adaptable 
to ongoing variable machining 
conditions.  

The JIM concept will be applied 
to two different machining cases. 
A milling case in a SORALUCE 
milling machine and a turning 
case in an AFM lathe will be 
used as demonstrators for the 
JIM performance.  

With PoPJIM project, a 
modularity approach for machine 
tool design and building will 
emerge, with the JIM itself as an 
additional interchangeable 
module. The overall result will be 
cutting process performance 
enhancement, with part quality 
and productivity increase.

 

“Conventional chatter suppression techniques adapt the 
process to the machine penalizing productivity, whereas 
PoPJIM concept adapts the machine to the process” 
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